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Mais ne point possider la cle, n'gtre
point instmit des rigles, des signes, des
correspondances, ne pouvoir deviner le
sens de ce que l'on voit, -n'est-ce
point reduire ce qui se voit a ce qui se
voit, -d hjgzire et azl mozrvemerzt? Rien de plus cartesien, je pense?
-Paul Valery, "Le Retour de
Hollande"

. . . because they hold that all existents
differ among themselves only through
figure, order or orientation: thus A
differs from N in figure, AN from NA
in order, Z from N in orientation.
-Aristotle, Metaphysics 985 b 18

The dsparagement of writing is a motif common, I suppose, to all
traditions that have writing.' Writing is often seen as inadequate to represent
speech or thought. But another response to the inadequacy of writing has been
to exalt some other krnd of writing-occasionally a language reformer's pet
project, but more frequently the writing of the angels, the writing of the citizens
of some utopia, of the scholars of some faraway kingdom, or of the forces of
nature itself. Imagined writings of this sort telescope critique and critique's
wishful compensation. They attribute wonders-praestigia-to
a medium most
often noticed in its falterings.
Since Chinese writing became known in Europe, it has often been
pressed into service as the model of this perfected writing.' This enthusiasm
must appear outlandish to those whose 'native' writing-system is Chit~ese.~
But
it is not enough to show that the indigenous and foreign perceptions of
Chinese writing are at variance, or even that the tales told of Chinese script do
not stand up to linguistic scrutiny: there is an inventive element to all
intercultural interpretation, a fit between its observations and the intellectual

needs of its proponents, that expert testimony simply shoves aside. The proper
way to analyze an intellectual tangle of this soa, it seems to me, is not to hold it
to the standard of specialist univocity, but to situate it ethnographically among
the conceptions it echoes or answers. Which aspects of which utopias still
beckon, and which have definitely gone on to feed intellectual history, is
another question deserving patient consideration.

I. The virtae of wen
The sixth-century literary critic Liu z e never set out to diagnose what
might cause twentieth-century Europeans and Americans to f d in love with
Chinese literature, but in the Yuan Dao" (Tracing the Way) chapter of h s
Wenxin diaoIong he certainly put his fmger on it. "The virtue of wen," says Liu
Xie, "is great indeed: for was it not born together with heaven and earth? . . .
The mind comes into existence, and language is established; language is
established and wen gives forth its brilliance-the
very way of nature"
ftzf$$f,gi& gg*f&#+.J$ lqs!. . ~L~ggfijZ2
S*-mj*yj
.' The passage and its predecessors and variants throughout the
Chinese tradition have inspired eloquence, subtlety, etymological zeal and much
Liu Xie is certainly no disparager of writing-if
he
sympathetic imaginati~n.~
measures the writing of humans against the majestic writing of nature, it is to
enlarge the former. Wen
the word I have hesitated to translate, smooths the
path of Liu's argument. It combines in its several meanings many of the
attractions of Chinese literature. Ween is (to cite several dictionaries at once)
"markings; patterns; stripes, streaks, lines, veins; whorls; bands; writing, graph,
expression, composition; ceremony, culture, refmement, education, ornament,
elegance, civility; civil as opposed to military; literature (specifically belletristic
prose in its distinction from poetry). . ." The coexistence of these various
meanings is suggestive; to say "wen is wen" is never just a tautology. Indeed a
great deal of writing about the Chinese language and literature (mostly but not
exclusively by non-native speakers) has said exactly this, drawing on textual
evidence and close reading to amplify the assertion that, for example, "wea in
sense 16 is really or ultimately the same thing as wen in sense 7." Most frequent
is the assertion that wen in the sense of literary writing is best illumined by
analogy to one of the other senses: literary writing as inherent pattern, writing
as civilization, literature as an outgrowth of the Chinese writing system.
It is this last possibility-surrounded
by overtones of some of the
others-that will occupy the ethnographer of literary culture. For it is notable
that, despite the decay of many simplistic illusions about the singularities of the
Chinese written language, the motif of a contrast between alphabetic writing and
ideogrammatic writing as modes of representation survives to direct many
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accounts of the contrasts between 'Chinese' literature and Western' literature.
p h i s level of generality comes with the territory, unfortunately; maybe after a
few more decades of mutual research the geographical blocs will melt.) It is as
if the initial error about writing-systems, now discredited, has had to migrate
into considerations of style, genre, ideology, philosophy, and so forth.
Accordmgly I shall not insist on a genealogical connection among my exhibits,
only a sttiking homology; and though I may have skeptical words for this or
that instance of the contrast of which I speak, not all instances are equally
pernicious or unfounded.
I shall first put the matter in the most uncontroversial way I can. Most
u7ritings on the concept of 2ucn subscribe to a view of the directly semantic and
symbolizing nature of Chinese writing unlike the alphabetic transcription of a
in
word, which analyzes into letters without intrinsic meaning-6elze1ne.s;
Hjelmslev's (1985 [I9381.159) terminology-a
Chinese term, already meaningful, can, in the view of those I shall call ideogrammatists, always be split or
traced to simple plentm, or inherently meaning-bearing units. At the level
where the pleremes of Chinese writing break down into mere strokes, there is
nothing left for the theory of writing and language associated with the word wen
to discuss. And yet that is the level at which writing appears as pure syntax, as
figures about which it is appropriate to ask how they are put together, not what
they stand for. The 'syntactic' interrogation of writing holds gratifications
which I will maintain are no less great for being delayed. ('Syntax,' the reader
will have surmised, is here taken in the broadest sense. In Greek the term
meant 'composition'; its use by modern linguists to denote word-order relations
is a narrow one that obscures the word's place in intellectual history.? I shall
first discuss the theoly of plerematic writing in some of its more baroque
forms, and end by arguing that the eventual fading-out of the pleremes into
pure
cenematic structure is not the end of wen, or of civilization either for that
matter; that is, I will try to argue for the interest of the strokes as slrokes, not
plimarily as signs ofanything; and I will work to win some of the authoritative
classical texts over to my side.
L

-

2. 'Ttpasses between two tern?
WARNING. The following section contains passages from the writings of Ernest Fenollosa which
may be objectionable to some readers. The reproduction of these statements does not indicate
endorsement or approval of their content by the author or editors, who decline all responsibility for
any damages, direct or incidental, that may be attributed to the reading of them.8 Permission to
reprint graciously accorded by New Directions Publishing Corporation and the Yale Collection of
American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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My first example will be drawn from a book that nobody interested in
the American understanding of China can ignore, Ernest Fenollosa's The Chinese
wk&ea Character as a Medirrn for poetry.' Having a professional interest in
Chinese literature, I know I expose myself to trouble simply for having
mentioned Fenollosa's name. As we learn very early in our training, Fenollosa
was an enthusiast: in his wonderment at the Chinese language he vastly
overestimated the number of primary pictograms in the writing system and saw
images and parables where a more sober palaeographer would have seen
combinations of phonetic clues. The profession has never forgotten it.'' The
profession is in h s case right, but since the profession's response to
Fenollosa's ambitious surmising has always been empirical-arried
out on the
level of examples, and presupposing the interpretation of those examples-it
may be useful here to allow Fenollosa to present the system of his ideas so that
they may provoke a principled, that is, not merely atomistic, .answer. From a
different quarter, Jacques Derrida (1967.139-40) has held up Fenollosa/Pound
as an example of grammatology on non-phonetic, non-phonologocentric
principles - not, perhaps, a wise choice, for reasons that should soon become
apparent. Read with sufficient care, Fenollosa's rejection of phonetic writing
reproduces in particularly unequivocal terms the very intuition-grounded
epistemology that Derrida's critique of phonetic theories of writing was meant
to undermine. Nonetheless I think the intrinsic interest-let
us say the
historical interest, just to be safe--of Fenollosa's essay warrants investigation.
Fenollosa cannot find words enough to praise the Chinese character,
which for him is "something much more than arbitrary symbols. It is a vivid
shorthand picture of the operations of nature. . . . Chinese poetry. . . speaks at
once with the vividness of painting and with the mobility of sounds. . . . In
reading Chinese we do not seem to be juggling mental counters, but to be
watching tbitzgs work out their own fate." (Fenollosa 1964.8-9; italics
Fenollosa's.) In explaining how this is so, Fenollosa with remarkable subtlety
and prescience swerves away from the usual definition of the "ideograph," the
definition that makes the character a picture of a thing.
Now the picture has long had its place in Chinese epigraphy. The great
etymologist Xu Shen (AD 30-124)' in the preface to his dictionaiy Shuo wenjie
@, put near the top of his list of character-formation techniques that of xiang
xiag &% , the "imaging and shaping" of the thing a character referred to."
Xiang xing was preceded in the list only by the ~ b i s h)sg,
i
or self-designating,
type of character. Following the "Appended Verbalizations" chapters o f the
classic Yijing or Book 4 Changes (from which the label xiang xing probably
derives), Xu Shen understood the "image and shape" characters of the Chinese
written language as intimately involved with the origins, perhaps even the basic

.
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nature, of that writing-system. For Xu's first readers, indeed, the connotations
of "image and shape" may have reached beyond etymology and into
cosmogony. "Transformation by light and darkness, imaging, ~shap~g,
and
sending forth-that is known as 'generation' or life'," says the Da Dai &ji.12
Later philologists have follou~ed Xu Shen's lead, seeking out or .
supposing from comparative evidence a primitive picture-writing as the
ancestor of the by now highly conventionalized characters." Writing must have
begun as drawing-an idea commonly held in areas of alphabetic script as well.
But where pictography is most vestigial, the movement awayf m z it provides the
principle of the interpretation of writing's history. So Hegel (in the EnycZqedia)
could easily dismiss the Chinese language as a bacbwasd medium of thought
because, as he sensibly pointed out, most of the things worth thinking about
are not representable in pictures.14
Fenollosa, however, as Davie (1955.34) points out, turns the discussion
in a new direction. He takes the root meaning of any Chinese character (and
thus the root impulse in the elaboration of the writing system) to be the verb, a
step in the direction both of greater linguistic sophistication and of a more
insistent claim for the character's iconic virtues. The picture-writing with which
Fenollosa's name is forever associated could not do what Fenollosa wants to
see Chinese writing as doing, namely transmitting the intuition of force. All
nature, says Fenollosa, is really a vast interplay of verbs, not of nouns; nouns or
things are merely "the terminal points, or rather the meeting points, of actions"
(Fenollosa 1964.10; see also 19). But the European languages of today, "thin
and cold," have lost their "primitive sap"; they are "cut and dried as a walkingstick" (24).15 One can recover the vital energy of the primitive verbs, says
Fenollosa, by going back to the roots of the Aryan proto-language: in them we
see what must count for Fenollosa as the perfect linguistic situation,
expressions "forced upon primitive men by nature itself."16 But the Aryan
record is patchy, and thus only heightens the importance of the study of
Chinese ideograms for "throwing light upon our forgotten mental processesJJ
(21).
By centering his theory of the ideogram on the verb, Fenollosa
reintroduces syntax, long absent from those discussions of Chinese which had
taken as their starting point the character as picture. Pictures are "put together,"
to be sure, but their "syntax" is not an ordejiig of the parts into a sequence or
sentence, as Lessing had long before observed in h s influential essay L a ~ ~ ~ i i n . l ~
Now the sentence is (for Fenollosa) a category that the Chinese language and
nature share. 'The type of sentence in nature is a flash of lightning. It passes
between two terms, a cloud and the earth'> (12). So too, the Chinese sentence:
subject - verb - object. Fenollosa makes Chinese syntax, on precisely the same
principles as the ideogram, an image of nature: it is semantic, or meaningfd,
-

through-and-through, and that is what makes its particular uncluttered
excellence.18 Ideogrammatic qualities reside not only in the individual Chinese
character, but in the Chinese sentence which Fenollosa sees as depicting
pictographically a complex of natural actions and relations laid out in a causal
line.
Fenollosa's primitivism may strike us as nazve, misguided, potentially
vicious; but to be fair we must admit that it is in the service of a linguisticcritical project, a project of desedirnentation. Fenollosa's essay moves across
the same territory as Nietzsche's essay "On Truth and Lie in the Extra-Moral
Sensem-an influential essay if anything in the history of literary theory is. "So
what is truth?' asks Nietzsche, and answers his own Pontius-Pilate question
with: "A mobile army of metaphors, metonymies, anthropomorphisms, in a
word a sum of human relations that have been poetically and rhetorically
heightened, translated and ornamented, and after long use come to seem
canonical and obligatory to a people: truths are dlusions of which one has
forgotten that they are dlusions. . . ."Ig A decade or two later, Fenollosa asked
himself the same question, and answered: "a flash of lightning pass[ing]
between a cloud and the earth." By just such a lightning-stroke the sentenceform was forced on primitive men by nature. "All truth has to be expressed in
sentences because all truth is the tra~t@renceofpower" (l2), Fenollosa goes o n to
say, glossing himself in strikingly Nietzschean language.'' The ideogram (and I
now include the sentence as an expanded ideogram) is true for Fenollosa
because it depicts truly, that is, with a transference of power, the operations of
nature, which are always transferences of physical force.
Now there is little point in summoning up the thunder and lightning of
present-day criticism to attack such naive epistemic realism. NaYve it is, and
self-proclaimedly so: for Fenollosa, as for Wallace Stevens in some of his antinominalist moods, the primitive man is the benchmark of perceptual accuracy
because he sees naively, sees things as they are without the fog of culture,
theology, or artifice.*' And the authors of Chinese writing, being, in this
nostalgic reconstruction, sirmlarly endowed with the gift of simplicity, should
for the primitivist point the way back to the truth of undisguised appearances.
As I say, this hardly merits criticism, but those who like to array their enemies
in one United Front will be comforted by the close cousinage of Fenollosa's
epistemic standard with the bad habits of ethnographic (and colonial)
exoticism. The Chinese-lke their written language-are first of all alien, alien
because uncivilized, and secondarily praiseworthy; if they were less unlike us,
there would be less reason for the primitivist to hold them up as the model of
poetic knowledge. In Fenollosa's enthusiasm for Chinese word order we may
even see a double exoticism, a European nostalgia complicated by a Japanese
one. He had come to Chinese through Japanese teachers, and word order is the

main thing that literate speakers of Japanese must consciously train themselves
to relearn when they begm reading Chinese tests (as opposed to Japanese texts
with a heavy Chinese-character component). Japanese word order, Fenollosa
seems to suggest, is an imposition on or rearrangement of that natural scheme
o f things which Chinese (he believes) more directly reflects, and so the
Japanese medium of his training in Chinese poetry simply drops out of the
picture. In this way, however, the Chinese language loses-it would perhaps be
better to say it dscards-whatever
is properly linguistic about it. In this
construction, sentences don't do anything that things that are not sentences
don't do; syntax becomes merely an instance of natural symbolism and
disappears as a distinct category of event. -Presumably this could not have
happened in Japanese, where phonetic writing coexists with ideographic writing
and word order is both more complex and more attention-getting.

3. 5411 Chinesepoems are tme "
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Nowadays The Chinese W t e n Character as a MedilNn
Poetry is apt to
look quaint: every undergraduate learns to distrust ideas of immediate natural
signification, and even a superficial knowledge of Chinese is enough to show
that many of Fenollosa's etymologies, and indeed the drift of his whole
enterprise, belong to fantasy. But what Fenollosa thought held for the Chinese
wm'tte~zlanguage often still appears, in diluted and distanced form, in the
frequent characterization of the Chinese poetic language as "something much
more than arbitrary symbols." In part this must relate to the influence (through
Ezra Pound) of Fenollosa's ideas on modem poetry in English-an
influence
w h c h has not entirely been a bad thing. (The vigor of art in any period owes a
debt to absurd and even wicked thinking.) In part, too, prolonging the
'ideogrammatic' theme is a fitting expression of gratitude on the part of the
Europeans and Americans who have become acquainted with the Chinese
tradition: to utter straightfonvardly what Liu Xie said in hyperbolic mode about
the wet2 of heaven, earth and man is very good manners indeed. For the idea
that writing, in its most sublime manifestations, speaks with the authority of
nature is both inspiring to people in the Chinese tradition and impressive to
people out of it. "Nature" is, after all, the one thing that ought to hold constant
across differences among c'cultures." But what happens when a pattern of
thought--even thought about Nature--crosses into a new context of ideas?
Fenollosa's attack on classical logic denounced it as bound to the forms
o f language, not of nature (1964.25-29). His proposal was therefore to cast
aside one form of mimesis, seen as artificial and obstructive, in favor of
another, supposedly natural and transparent, one. Although the classical
Chinese poets and critics never had a chance to be amused or challenged by

.

Greek theories of mimesis, their modem-day expositors invariably open the
discussion by y'ecti~zgthe idea that literature (like artifice in general) imitates a
prior reality.22Stephen Owen made some of the crucial linkages in this rejoinder
to Aristotle. The Chinese poem does not imitate or feign reality, but follows
from it (Owen 1985.15); while "metaphor is fictional and involves true
substitution," the categorical correspondences one frnds in Chinese poetry are
"'strictly true,' based upon the order of the world" (61). ''The traditional
Chinese reader had faith that poems were authentic presentations of historical
experience," because the writing of poetry was conceived of as "a virtual
transfer of substance" from experience to words and from words to reader, "an
organic process of manifestation" (57, 58, 59; compare Jullien 1985.46-47). In a
similar vein, Pauline Yu presents the Chinese literary universe as one in which
"there are no disjunctures between true reality and concrete reality, nor between
concrete reality and literary work." A Chinese poem is not typically seen as a
representation, but as "a Literalnaction of the poet to the ~70rldaround him and
of which he is an integral part" (Yu 1987.35, with reference to Liu Xie). For
Michael Fuller the Western problematics of subject and object (deeply
connected to the theory of mimesis via the correspondence theory of truth and
perception2') simply do not hold for the Chinese reader who is able to say: "On
a certain day at a certain place a poet encountered a certain situation and wrote
the poem. . . . In the classical Chinese tradition, all poems are true by their very
existence; the only questions are how they are true and if their truth is of any
significance" (Fuller 1993.21). At a time when the top buzzword in other
branches of the humanities was "sign" with its predicates "arbitrary,"
"differential" and "constiucted," scholars of Chinese poetry, wary of semiotics
with its Aristotelian heritage, deliberately turned to an account of Chinese
literature that emphasized the opposite qualities, insisting, above all, o n the lack
of disjunctures among things Western theories had disjoined. The
commentatorial language of metaphor gave way to the language of literal
meaning and, beyond that, of empirical reference. The shi
poem, with its
associations of sincerity, occasional composition, and emotional release, moved
to the top of Chinese literary genres to become the "dominant" among them,
the genre that guides the interpretation of literature in general.24What is special
about Chinese literature, according to the modern theorists of the classical
tradition, is its hyperreality: the claim is that Chinese representation, u&e
Greek mimesis, is always true. (Or efficacious, if "truth" seems to involve too
Greek a claim of correspondence between word and thing.) Moreover, the
truth of the representations is guaranteed by the means of representation.
Joseph Roe Allen radically condenses this synecdochical poetic: "One might
even say that wet2 is itself the cosmos, not a sign in place of something else, but
a sign that is the very thing to which it refers" (Allen 1992.19). The "not. . . but
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. . ." structure of the formula summons the student of Chinese literature whose
training is European to make a choice: either Aristotelian metaphor and the
Saussurean sign, or the Chinese symbol which signifies by unveiling a comer of
its real referent. One should remember that the generation to which these
critics belong was the first to bring Chinese literature into the ambit of
comparative poetics, which meant, at that juncture, tahng a typological and
categorical look at their materials rather than a historical one. This
chronological fact goes some way to explaining the cognitive clash, for it is not
certain what the preparatory groundwork for typological study would be, only
that it involves a departure from the questions one can ask and solve from
within a single literary history.
Now it should be obvious that ~ r n e s tFenollosa and contemporary
literary scholars are not often t a l h g about the same things. Rather, they are
talhng about different things in the same way. The non-mimetic version of
Chinese literary theory contrasts with Western attitudes in exactly the same way
that the ideogram triumphs, for Fenollosa, over the defective logcs and
alphabets of Europe. Running through Fenollosa's praise of the ideogram and
the praise of Chinese poetics in present-day literary studies is a common thread
of admiring sympathy for a system of representations that can present its claim
to truth so powerfully. "Something more than arbitrary symbols" indeed! For
the reader lucky enough to endorse all these interpretative programs at once,
Chinese writing would be anchored in the vital representation of things,
Chinese poetic speech in belief (or culturally sanctioned truth), and the lexical
meaning of Chinese poems in inevitable empirical reference. Chinese would be
the language that "simply HAD TO STAY POETIC; simply couldn't help
being and staying poetic in a u7aythat a column of English type might very well
not stay poetic" (Pound 1931.22).
Admiring sympathy admits of degrees, nonetheless. The critics cited
above do not, of course, actually argue that all the statements in Chinese poetry
are factual and natural jor them. That position would not produce what the
critics are preeminently engaged in producing, a contrast between one culture's
way of conceiving meaning and another culture's. Owen reminds us again and
again that the organic hypothesis is part of the equipment of the traditional
Chinese reader and to be taken as such-anthropologically, not ontologically.
'We speak here of the inchations of readers and of a poet's anticipation of
those inclinations: the actual truth or untruth of poems, authentic presentation
or manipulation for art's strange motives, is not in question-these, in fact, are
usually beyond recovery" (Owen 1985.57). Critics should be, and in normal
circumstances are, able to discuss representations that somebody considers to
be true without having to take a stand on whether or not they are true. In
scholarly discourse, that is, the truth-value of a statement such as 'literature

,

expresses the h o of nature" should be subordinate to the syntax of a sentence
such as "Liu Xie believed that literature expresses the dao of nature." The
contents of the object-language are relevant to scholarship only as they are
bracketed and fdtered by the meta-language of quotation and paraphrase. If
that were not so, it would be impossible to discuss beliefs without adopting
all the h d
them, and that would cause most work in the humanities-above
o f culture-bridging work we are talking about here-to grind to a halt.
And yet in the study of Chinese poetics we find a fair case of
incompatibility between the semantics of quoted language and its place in a
quoting syntax. The object-language must at least threaten to break through the
meta-language's syntactic frame, for one mission of such cultural comparison is
to call into doubt the inclusive, superordinate status of the meta-language these
very critics use. If as outsiders we see the 'organic manifestation' theory o f
meaning as a construction, a fabrication, our experience will not reduplicate
that attributed to the cultural insiders; far more, the two sorts of experience will
certainly clash. "Construction" and its whole famdy of concepts (fabrication,
fiction, persona, imaginary, etc.) represent, for the generation of critics being
discussed here, a contemporary Western set of preoccupations that must not be
allowed to run the whole show. One might phrase the issue faced by these
comparatists thus: acknowledge the constructedness of the concept o f
'construction' without seeming to fall back into an unreflective concept o f
nature. This properly insoluble inperative surfaces in symptomatic form. An
example is the quotation marks Owen puts around the phrase "strictly true,"
evidence of true &scornfort with the language of truth. What is stric4 tme
should, strictly, appear in quotation marks only once it has been deemed n o
longer strictly true-true perhaps for some other, but not for the speaker or his
audience. The quoted matter says, 'This is the way things are!" and the practice
o f quotation says, "One way of putting the way things are is, T h i s is the way
things are'." Pauline Yu, too, makes it clear that her subject is a tradition, and
surrounds the naturalistic accounts to be found in the tradition with the
unmistakable third-person markers "it is believed. . ." and "from the Chinese
point of view . . . ." Such devices make it clear that Yu is not falling prey to
Fenollosan nostalgia any more than Owen. But the very same devices also
make it seem that someone within the tradition would not have seen the
tradition as a treddioa Once you are inside the quotation marks, the 'strictly
true' is just strictly true. That is to say, Chinese literature obliges us to entertain
two (at least two) logics. The discipline of Chinese literary studies suggested by
these writings is structurally historical: a profession of quotation-mark wielders
handling texts from which all quotation marks are deemed to be absent.
(Hidoria in the Herodotean sense: a "report of things heard," however exotic o r
incredible.) It is therefore a delicate syntactic situation, one in which relations

o f sequence, subordination, agreement, modality, enclosure and correlation are
paramount. The subtlety and complexity of these relations could hardly be at a
further remove from the theory of nature-writing so memorably put forth by
Fenollosa. Since, however, the self-definition of the field has so often been
made to hinge on the decision to grant Chinese wen immediate representational
powers, it seems that the ideogrammatic method has won by a hair--even if at
several generations' remove, and in the realm of literary criticism, not o f
philology.

4. The lines offorce
Mercifully, the word "ideogram" is falling out of our vocabulary: most
linguists now prefer 'logogtam" or some more easily pronounceable regional
term such as hy?' t ' ? ." Indeed there is room for clarity in the discussion of
Chinese writing, especially among scholars of literature. I shall attempt to
distinguish among classes often taken as equivalent. By pictogram is meant a
conventional, usually highly schematized, graphic element the interpretation of
which is based on a claim of visual resemblance between the graph and its
referent. Logograms represent the words, or-to
acknowledge the vagueness of
the term "word"-the
distinct m e a n i n g b e a ~ gunits of a language through a
corresponding vocabulary of distinct signs. (The scholarly consensus at present
is to consider Chinese characters a mainly logographic system: D e Francis
1984.) In English we spell, or at least we think we do, by matching up
alphabetic signs with sounds, but it has long been observed that in reading we
usually grasp words and simple sentences as unanalyzed wholes, that is,
logogrammatically. One test for logogrammatic qualities might be the
persistence of a core of reference despite a wide variety of regional or
functional pronunciations (as Chinese characters are not said to change their
meaning in being pronounced differently by speakers of Mandarin, Cantonese,
etc.; or, for the second case, as a single Chinese character used in Japanese may
have widely different readings according to whether it is used as part of a noun,
a verb, an idiom, a citation in literary language, etc.). Here too, however,
allowance might be made for the role of writing in preserving the continuities
o f etymology through differences of dialect and period even among European
languages: to adopt a panchronic point of view and say that Latin Caesar
[kai:sar], 2 G i s e ~ tsar, Tar, Ce'sa~English Caesar [see:zer], and so forth are
historically the "same" word is indeed to use an etymological root as a h d of
translingustic logogram. Part of the ignominy of ideogram derives from the way
it is used loosely as a synonym for both the visual and semantic types of
reference, tendmg to suggest that all true ideograms or logograms are really
pictograms-Fenollosa's
thesis, more or less. An antidote would be to proclaim
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mathematical or logcal notation the model for ideography. N o one would say
that p and g resemble propositions, particularly since we can form reasonings
about p and q with no definite propositions p and q in mind. And yet P and g
d o for logical notation exactly what an ideogram is supposed to do: they mark
the places of ideas. As a reference-point for the history of the notion of
ideogrammatic writing, I note that the EnycI'ide of Diderot and d'Alembert
describes Chinese writing as a hieroglyphic writing that has lost consciousness
o f (or concern for) its pictographic roots and grou7n accustomed to treating its
characters as conventional "marks" for ideas. ccL'icriturechinoise a fait un pas
de plus [sur I'ecriture egyptienne]: elle a rejetti les images, & n'a conservk que les
marq~~es
abrkgees, qu'elle a multiplii jusqu'i un nombre p r ~ d i g i e u x . " ~So
~
ideography is not necessarily pictography: the eighteenth century, at least, was
able to see the distinctions. Another case would be the ideographic alphabetic
languages of such seventeenth-century projectors as Lodwick, Beck, Dalgamo,
Ktrcher, and W i l k i n ~Those
. ~ ~ languages assigned to each letter of the alphabet
a place on a table of categories: a word, once analyzed into its lettercomponents, was a set of directions for locating its own meaning. But
examples of such idea-writing without pictures may be found closer to hand:
punctuation, capitalization, distinctive spellings, quotation marks and so forth
modify the import of words and sentences in ways that may have n o
grammatical or proso&c equivalents in speech.
Ideograms on this pattern are distinct from pictograms: resemblance is
not their only enabling medium, nor does an ideogram have to be immediately
intelligible to earn its name. Fenollosa's investment in the "picture" (and in the
sentence as picture) is thus responsible for a deeper misunderstanding about
the nature of Chinese writing than those to which China scholars often object.
It is a matter of the nature of picto-ideograms, not their frequency or
etymological importance. The fact that a Chinese graph does not seem to stand
for a sound, but for a "thing" or meaning, allows commentators like Fenollosa
to believe that it directly represents that thing instead of representing some
intermediate object, say a concept, which in turn would take on reality f o r
linguistics only once it had been expressed in vocal or written form. T o many
linguists the theory of the ideogram chiefly betrays a will to ignore the stages of
abstraction, idealization and conventionalization that extract distinct things,
words, and concepts from the ruck of sensibilia. Ideogrammatism conveniently
obliterates history, returning us to the intellectual purity of the caveman's awe
at the lightning-bolt.
The trouble, however, is that one must become a primitive in order f d y
to appreciate the pictographic quality of Chinese writing. I fmd that price a little
high, and propose a reformulation that restores to consideration all the things
Fenollosa, with his exclusive devotion to lively pictures and juices, had to

ignore. If there is a place for the notion of "ideogram"-the
u~ritingthat posits
and makes available for subsequent reference an idea-that
place should be
eveiywhere in language, for phonemes, letters, and words too are ideal and only
Yet "ideasJ' are knowable not as such, but through
conceivable as idealitiesS2*
their having taken physical (verbal, graphic) form. The bandwidth assigned to
the category logogram swells to fa most of the available definitional space, as
our linguistic skepticism becomes less hospitable to wordless concepts and selfdefining phonemes. Perhaps a braver grammatologist will someday propose a
definition of "ideography" that includes alphabetic writing as one of its subsets
(and a poor cousin no doubt). That move, however, would do away with the
everyday category of "ideogram" in its opposition to 'phonetic writing.' All
types of writing, and indeed all linguistic sound-forms, wdl be graphs, or
enduringly inscribed forms of ideas. "Marks," as the EncycIopinie called them.
Would we have lost anything valuable?

5. 'The images of cogitatioons"-with

and withoztt Lkeness

Thus the term "ideogram," which may at one time have seemed a useful
typological classification, now becomes a thing needing an explanation. The
question is no longer: what is an ideogram? but rather, how did the term
"ideogram" come into currency? What was required for the distinction-now
part of our linguistic common sense-between
phonetic writing and
conceptual writing to be made? O n what reservoirs of linguistic thought does it
draw?
The term "ideogram" enters modem European languages upon the
diffusion of Champollion's decoding of ancient Egyptian script, announced in
the Lttn 6 Monsiew Darier of 1822 and presented more fully in the Gra1121zaire
e'jypiieie711zeof 1836-41.29Champollion distributes Egyptian characters into three
which depict or imitate the objects to which they
classes: caractires mi~?ziqz~es,
refer; caractires tropiqzes ozf ymboliqaes, which depict an object having a
meaningfd relation to the thing or idea to which the .character refers; and
carac~~res~bone'tiqz~es,
used merely to represent or cue for sounds. The first two
classes Champollion inherited from the ancient tradition of speculation on
Egyptian writing. Ever since the classical period of Greece it had been
customary to treat the Egyptian writing-system as through-and-through
pictographic or symbolic. To decipher an inscription was to unfold the
meanings of the pictures it contained: thus an eye was held to represent the
knowledge of God, the snake biting its tail represented the universe and so
forth. The difference between mimetic and symbolic characters was the same as
that between literal and metaphorical speech: one represented immediately, the
other represented something through which something else was represented.

But both were interpreted without stepping outside the space of meanings: to
take an extreme case, 'Horapollo' glossed Egyptian writing for Greeks and
Romans while scarcely mentioning the Egyptian language. By introducing
phonetic characters, that is, characters whose meanings are not identical to
their functions in writing, into the decipherment of Egyptian, Champollion
disrupted this purely semantic interpretative method. And that is the point at
which the ideogram becomes conceivable in all its specificity; the point, also, at
which Chinese writing begins to be described as an ideographic system. (The
missionaries of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries referred to Chinese
characters as 'lettersm-an imprecise but at least not wrongly precise usage.)
Champohon knew a fair bit about Chinese, thanks to missionary
investigations and scholarly debate; Matteo bcci knew of Egyptian only
through the rebus and picture tradition, so flourishing in the Rome of his day
(see Iversen 1993). The document that contributed most to the European
understanding of Chinese writing in the years before Champollion assumes that
writing is inescapably phonetic. The short treatise De ixterpretatione attributed to
Aristotle sets up a double parallelism between words and things centering,
asymmetrically, in the soul: "spoken sounds are symbols of affections in the
soul, and written marks symbols of spoken sounds. And just as written marks
are not the same for all men, neither are spoken sounds. But what these are in
the first place signs [aqPeYa] of-affections of the soul-are the same for all;
and what these affections are likenesses [ o ~ o ~ c b ~ aof-actual
m]
things-are
also the same" (De intetpretatione 16 a 2 - 3; Aristotle 1984.25). Francis Bacon is
only the first to draw what will become an obligatory analogy.
For the organ of tradition, it is either Speech or Writing: and
Aristotle saith well, Words are the imges ofcogiatiorzs, and letters an the
i~nagesofzvords; but yet it is not of necessity that cogitations be
expressed by the medium of words. . . . And we understand
further that it is the use of China and the kingdoms of the high
Levant to write in Characters Real, which espress neither letters
nor words in gross, but Things or Notions; insomuch as countries
and provinces, which understand not one another's language, can
nevertheless read one another's writings, because the characters
are accepted more generally than the languages do extend. . . .
(Bacon 1870.3:399-400).
Chinese writing brought the possibility of eliminating one of the levels of
mediation through which the De i~zterpre~~ione
had constructed its picture of
mind, language and world. If indeed words symbolized (conventionally)
affections in the soul and phonetic writing symbolized words, then a writing
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that symbolized affections in the soul would thereby symbolize things
themselves, since both things and affections were "the same for all." Such a
writing
)
"things"
- would no longer refer indirectly (by a sign, G ~ P E ~ O V to
belonging
to an altogether different order of representation, but would be
linked to a mental image that in turn linked up directly (as a likeness, O ~ O ~ O ~ L O ~ )
with things. (For further evidence that Aristotle uses "likenessesJ' to indicate a
more powerfid form of representation than "signs," see Politics 1340 a 33.)
Given the possibility of making that direct link, it did not so much matter how
it was achieved. Bacon divided such "Notes of Cogitations" into "tsvo sorts:
the one when the note hath some similitude or congtuity with the notion; the
other ad ~ h r i t t m ,having force only by contract or acceptation," and put
Chinese characters in the latter category-as indeed did most European writers
on China before Fenollosa. For Bacon, at least, ideogrammatism does not
imply resemblance.
Those who in the seventeenth century could not conceive of a universal
conceptual writing without grounding it in "simditude or congruity" read a
different canon of books. Etymology, says Claude Duret in 1613, depends
entirely "on the resolution of words into syllables and letters, wherein consists
the representation of the essence of the things that one wishes to name by their
correct names"; his model for etymology is a roughly-understood Qabbala." By
searching out the word-origins of a modem language one can get back, not
only to the full utterance of its o1-igina.l speakers, but to a proto-language forced
on men by nature and thus common to all nations. Etymology (like Fenollosa's
"character") is the model of a pre- or counter-Babelic language.31Agrippa of
Nettesheim cites "the Platonists" (meaning the Neoplatonists) as his authority
for the view that "when a noun or a verb is formed the force of the thing [to
which it refers] dwells in its articulations, like a kind of life hiding beneath the
things it formally signifies."32The ordnary speech we use is a degenerated form
of "sacred or divine letters, self-identical and permanent in every nation and
References to such letters in Renaissance texts almost always lead
back to the Corpus Hem;rletim171,a set of late-classical initiatory writings in Greek
attributed to the Egyptian god Thoth or "Hermes Tiismegistus." It was
generally assumed that Egyptian hieroglyphics were the prototype of these
"sacred or divine letters," vehicles of mysterious wisdom. Thoth predicts in one
of the treatises assigned to him, entitled 'Definitions," that his books are
doomed to become "entirely unclear when the Greeks eventually desire to
translate our language to their own, and thus produce in writing the greatest
distortion and unclarity. . . . The very quality of the speech and the [sound] of
Egyptian words," on the other hand, "have in themselves the energy of the
objects they speak oLn3' In Egyptian, then, one has the true ideograms of
Hermes' thought; translate them into Greek and they become impoverished
-

markers, c'sapless" Fenollosa/Pound would call them, of their original
fullness.
Note, however, the obtuseness of the Greeks even in their quest for exotica.
T h e thmg that strkes us most about Egyptian writing, its hieroglyphic or
pictorial quality, is missing from the Hermetic description of its uncanny
ccpowers." Power resides for 'Hermes' in spoken words, not written marks.
A

The Hermetic praise of hieroglyphic evidently made its mark on the
Jesuit proto-scientist and seeker into strange things, Athanasius Kircher, who
wrote an early and oft-cited description of the Chinese writing system. fircher traced Chinese writing back to the originals of the Egyptian Thoth or Hermes
himself, known in China - according to Kircher's typological chronology--as
Fu Xi If@.Fu Xi bequeathed to his Chinese descendants a "Serpent
Book" in
which the letters were formed by "serpents wonderfully intertwined, and made
to take different forms representing the dwersity of things signified by them."35
But-precisely as in the passage from the "~efinitions"-their removal from
Egypt impoverished these characters. The Egyptian sign for the sun, for
example, represented "the hidden powers exerted, not merely by the material
Sun in this world of sensation, but also those of the archetype of the Sun in the
world of ideas. . . . All of this is missing from the construction of Chinese
characters, inasmuch as the latter were instituted precisely in order to indicate
the simple concepts of words and names, with no other mystery latent in
them."36 Chinese writing for IGrcher imitates nature without revealing her
secrets. O f course, Kircher h e w of Chinese characters only what a dictionary
told him, and was utterly misled as to the meaning of Egyptian hier~glyphs.'~
Nature and convention mark the difference between these two ways of
conceiving of the universal idiom, of which the ~hiAesecharacter was, for
early-modern Europe, one of the historical attempted realizations. (Duret's
T h ~ s o ris one of the first European books to include a page of Japanese
writing.) While Bacon would have been content to see an agreed-upon code
serve as the "Characters Real" for a new ideogrammatic language, this second
group of writers wdl be satisfied with nothing less than a participation (via
'force') of the symbol in the thing symbolized. Mere mimesis is too weak a
word for the relation they wish to establish between sign and referent. Relevant
to the distinction between these two visions of writing (because historically
indebted to them) is the Romantics' critical commonplace of a distinction
between sign and symbol, or between allegoly and symbol. "An alleg~rysirnpl~
s i p f i e s a general concept or an idea which is distinct from it, while the symbol
is the idea itself in sensory, bodily form" (Creuzer 1819.26). Fenollosa relocates
this commonplace, moving it from the domain of theology or art history to
that of geography: the languages of Europe are cold and thin, the European
alphabets inexpressive, medieval logic and that inveterate tribal totem, the verb
"to be," dead weights on the mind of Europe." The Chinese character would

serve as a "medium," not only for poetry but for infusing new life into the dry
veins of the West.
The examples from seventeenth-century Europe help to make more
obvious something that might reasonably have been asserted about the
twentieth-century interpretations of Liu Xie's sixth-century utterances about
wen: namely, that "nature" is a variable, rather than a constant. It is hard to
imagine Bacon and Duret agreeing on the definition of "representation" or
"the correct names of dungs," and the reason is that they inhabit differently
constituted cosmoses. Yet the basic semantic attitude of Fenollosa-his longing
for a lightning-bolt of natural meaning-is
that of the neo-Neoplatonics; his
dissatisfaction with humanly patched-together idioms is theirs too. Nor should
their common imagery of currents, flows, bonds, and magnetic force be treated
as merely incidental. But can this European imagination of a Nature endowed
with supernatural powers guide the idea of writing in at all the same way as Liu
Xie's cosmos realized itself in written patterns?

+

6. Syntax versus semantics, or the a4habetic ideal
The visions of natural force that inspire Fenollosa have (or such is my
intermediary conclusion) a long European history and an uneasy resemblance
with those expressed by Liu Xie; the history tending to cancel out the
resemblances, just as the resemblances pressed upon us the history-less
repetitions of Nature. T o return to the tracing of the European imagination
about language, the arguments made for the superiority of ideogram-ldie
characters often invoke a pictorial, even a talismanic logic; and symmetrically
enough, those whose linguistic ideal resembles the alphabet have a common
bent, a pragmatic, technicist vocabulary and a concentration on certain
operations of the mind. If the perfect writing in Fenollosa's view is one that
devotes all its resources to the acting-out of meaning, the anti-Fenollosa sees
writing as a kit of parts and rules.
Ideographic-logographic writing and alphabetic writing are usually
contrasted in terms of their structure, with the central exhibit being the
distinction (found in any articulated language) between semantics and syntax, a
distinction in which alphabetic writing systems have a certain constitutive stake.
Chinese characters are vehicles of meaning; alphabetical characters, meaningless
in themselves, combine to form words which are vehicles of meaning. A
frequent analogy in philosophical linguistics holds that syntax, or the capacity
o f budding up new sequences from preordained elements and rules, is the
hallmark of life (as opposed to the dead letter of an inscription, in Plato's
Pllaedm~[264 b 3 - e 1, 275 d 6]), of the human (as opposed to the animal, in
Descartes' Discoz~~se
on Metho~~)~'
or of free will, as opposed to biological or

-

political determinism (as in Chomsky 1966). Alphabetic writing carries the
syntactic principle from the level of the sentence to that of the individual
But going off in the other direction, the theory of the ideogram carries
semantic power to the utmost-the
ideogram-as-pictogram is supposed to
make visible the very concept to which it refers, without the mediation of
sound-and so, symmetrically enough, reduces to a redundancy the grammar
of the language in which it occurs. Ideogrammatic theories of Chinese writing
thus correlate with the idea that the Chinese language has "no grammar." (On
such views, see Ramsey 1989.49-57.) Whether the ideogsam's power is
supposed to compensate for the alleged lack of grammar, or whether the theory
of the ideogsam depends on a will to ignore what grammar there is in Chinese,
is a question deserving special attention elsewhere.
A picto-ideogrammatic language is (or should we say, 2vo2~liibe) a rather
monstrous case of specialized overdevelopment-a
motif running through
countless descriptions of the time and tedium required of children who must
learn thousands of distinct characters, and the ground for Hegel's famous
pronouncement that "alphabetic writing is in and for itself the more
intelligent.'"'
Given the longstanding association between syntactic
arrangement and intelligence, and the labor-saving ideal of alphabetic spelling
systems, it is hard to see how Hegel could have thought othe~wise.Cave Beck,
the author of an alphabetic yet ideographic universal language, neatly combines
all the faults of pictographic writing in his vigorous critique: so-called
ideography fails to represent objects with intuitive accuracy, it too often
depends on devices of the local languages it is supposed to supersede (puns,
metaphors, word-associations), and it requires heroic efforts of memory:
The E@tians of old, had a Symbolical way of writing by
Emblems and Pictures which might be read by other Nations
instructed in their Wisdom, but was so hard to learn, and tedious
in the practice, that Letters soon jostled them out of the world.
Besides, most of their Hieroglyphicks were so catachrestical (the
Picture showing one thing to the eye, and a quite different sense
imposed upon it) that they justified the Printer who drew a
misshapen Cock upon a Sign-board, and wrote under it, 'This is a
bull. '
That the Chinois have a general Character, which serves
themselves and their Neighbors, though of different languages, is
affirmed by some that have been there, and brought some scrawls
of it, which are such for their fashion, that an European with his
one Eye (which they afford him) would think they shut both
theirs (they so much boast of) when they drew the shapes of

.
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those Characters: there being no Proportion or Method observed
in their form, which causes them to spend many years, begnning
in their childhood, in learning of it, and this may be the Reason
none of our travellers have been able to bring away any
competent s U in that way of writing. (Beck 1657: "To the
Reader," unpaginated)
The very existence of ideograms in the strong sense (Fenollosa's sense)
of the word is thus challenged by illiteracy, by the fact that people can fail to
make sense of the system. That should not happen when a writing-system or
artform delivers "the idea itself in sensory, bodily form," but of course it does.
You say niao$$t, (or even its archaic form
) is a picture of a bird, I say it is
a conventional mark that readers are trained-to read as meaning the word 'bird.'
There is something to be said for both accounts, but the first case is harder to
make, since it requires agreement on a number of linguistic and vaguely
experiential issues (what would constitute a picture of a bird? what would not
count as a picture of a bird? what defmes 'being a picture of something'? is the
seeing of marks as pictures not a matter of conventional training?-and so on).
What would permit us to verify that a representation is a true 'likeness" of its
content and "the same for all" (whether conventionally or naturally) is a
determinate account of the relation between linguistic meaning and reference;
and such an account is less to be hoped for, the more reference to extralinguistic objects is involved. (The situation in mathematics is less desperate
because mathematics does not require the existence of its objects.) In any case,
the condition of possibility (or impossibility) of ideogsaphy is irreducibly
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7. Syntax within Semantics
The problem with the theory of the ideogram and its correlates in literary
study is not that they mislead or involve dubious presuppositions (both
forgivable flaws, since literary understanding is not a straight deduction from
axioms), but rather that they direct our attention to certain objects and make
other objects hard to conceive. Indeed, as long as the discussion about 2ven
remains within the province of reference and semantics, it tends to founder on
problems of representation+laims that representation can be direct, faithful,
adequate, sincere, and so on, versus claims that it can't. I will therefore try to
shift it to new ground: rather than conceive of wn as a u~ntingthat differs from
alphabetic writing or Aristotelian representation through having a more
immediate relation to things o r ideas, I shall try to capture its specificity in its
expression of part-to-whole relations. That is, the syntax of the sign-not what

it means but how it is put together. (Traditional etymological studies, beginning
with Xu Shen's six classes, are not incompatible with this model: note how
much less arbitrary it is to rank characters in terms of the complexity of their
part-to-whole relations than it is to sort them subjectively on a scale of
pictographic qualities.) This involves putting the shoe on a wrong
- or at least
inhabitual foot, since accounts of wen that emphasize semantic power have
tended to ignore syntax or to reduce it (as did Fenollosa) to another means o f
semantic repre~entation.~'Fenollosan signification fits into this scheme as a
claim that there are representations that are simply cazised, and not at all, or very
minimally, put together; and a counter-argument wdl have only to show how
much (and exactly what) every readmg of an object as simply caused has to
leave out.
What would it mean to read 'ideograms' (and their poetic counterparts)
not ideographically but syntactically? Would that not compel us to give up the
power and majesty of cosmic writing, to abandon the specifically Chinese
patterns of thought about writing and meaning? Liu Xie's praise of we12 has
often been interpreted in a Fenollosan sense, that is, as proclaiming the unity of
Chinese writing with the universe it emulates. My counter-citation (and route of
return to Liu Xie) will be the definition and etymology of wen found in the Shuo
wenjie +a
fairly inconspicuous text, but one into which a reading of the very
classical texts cited by Liu Xie is compressed. Xu Shen's original entry for the
9
: "IVeen is crossing lines."43
character reads merely: IVen, cuo huaye
Crossing lines? That sounds strangely weak and vague. The great eighteenthcentuly philologist Duan Yucai adds a commentary drawing on examples from
the classical-period texts that Xu would have consulted in making his
dictionary:

* Ez-fIJ

CHO@, 'cross,'
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here stands for [its homonym] a40
'meet.'
'Meeting lines' are lines that cross and join. When the Kaogongii
pecord of Artificers] section of the Zhozr li p t u a l s of
Zhou] says, 'Green set beside red: this we call m,' it gives a case
of meeting lines, and such meeting lines are the etymon o f wen.

eT$z

Lines cross or meet most strikingly in the juxtaposition of designs and
colors in an artifact. And not just any artifact either: the passage Duan cites
gives instructions for the ornamentation of the sovereign's clothes, an
inevitably meaningful and meaning-conferring kind of artifact. O n the evidence

of this passage, writing is like a mark: a mark of distinction, an elaboration, an
addition to the plainness of whatever is without well.
But then Duan goes on to give a second example from an even more
prestigious text-so prestigious that it does not even need to be named, for it is
the Book $Changes.
The Yellow Emperor's scribe, Cang Jie & Ee, perceiving
the tracks left by the claws of birds and animals, understood that
their distinct patterns [k @] could be used as the basis for differentiating them into classes. So he began to make tallies and writings, producing images and shapes according to the lands [of the
things represented] fi@ @. Thus the name of writing is w e ~ z . ~ ~
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This second example shows us writing as reading, interpretation, tracking
of causes, even (incidentally) imitation of something given in the natural world:
as a track of a certain shape signifies that animal and no other, so a certain sign
represents and singles out a certain meaning. Not composition but causality
provides the rationale whereby the 'writing' of animal spoors transmits information. Reading, in this version, is none other than perception (and note the
similarity between this model of writing and Aristotle's account of perceptual
impressions').
C-

Taken as semiotic fable, the second example corresponds antithetically
to the first: as nature pairs off with artifice, and causation with composition, so
the inherently meaningful sign stands in relation to decorative outwardness.
Now if the Yijing passage gives us the original scene of semantics, the Zbou k
passage gives us that of syntax (the embroiderers' 22472 is made by putting "green
together with red," but the meaning of this wen is to be sought elsewhere). A
fuller citation from the Koogongii w d complete the story of how well comes to
inhabit the artifact. "The embroiderers' task is to combine the Five Colors,"
says the text. 'The color of the East is green; that of the South is red," and so
o n through the four directions plus heaven and earth. "Green and white follow
one another or go on top of one another [n'
red and black follow one another; dark and yellow follow one another." "Following one another" o r
"ovedaying one another" is the name for the relation of polar opposites: north
and south, east and west, heaven and earth. These "overlaying" pairs seem to
be background colors suitable for robes to be worn in a given season, as the
Son of Heaven takes up residence in a certain quarter of his Mmgtang (Hall of
Lights). But combinations of "neighboring" colors are more unusual, more
specialized: each gets its own name and is associated with a definite pictorial
shape. "The combination of green and red is called wen. That of red and white
is called ~harzg@ poundary]. That of white and black is called
[axe-head

a];
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shape]'; that of black and green is called j~ [double-bow shape]."45 The
Gogong? gives a "grammar of ornament" (if I may reuse with extra emphasis a
fme nineteenth-century title)-a
set of rules and forms appropriate to the
adornment of a Zhou king. The colors may be meaningful, whether naturally or
by convention; so the shapes embroidered on the robe certainly are; but it is
the syntax, or combination, of the meanings of the dfferent background colors
and the different shapes chosen for the foreground that gives the artifact as a
whole its character as an "inscribed object" in the broadest sense, or wen wtr
.46 The K~ogongji
account tells, unlike the "bird-track" story, of the generation of meanings and meaningful things out of meaningless things. When we
are talking about nature as opposed to cultute, clothes are a particularly loaded
subject; and if one wanted to emphasize the doubleness of the signifier weri. one
would say that the imperial attire, if truly inhabited by iverz, imprints hngliness
o n the human animal chosen to wear it, rather than the kingly qualities somehow exuding from man to robe. To reason from bird track to bird shows good
woodcraft; to reason from the signs of authority to the basis of authority betrays unfamiliarity with the ways of the world; If the two h d s of know-how
were identical, perhaps culture would finally become ideogrammatical-which
is doubtless what Chinese lvriters have always wanted it to be, and who can
blame them?
Thus the Chinese tradtion encompasses both sides of what, in most
Western writing on the subject, is presented as an alternative of Chinese and
Western conceptions. (Western accounts of the philosophical background of
Liu Xie's description of wen tend to present one side only of the Chinese evidence, the side of the "natural image" or "ideogram," and moreover to stress
that side's essential Chineseness: see for example Jullien 1985.24-28.) Our closer
look at the range of activities whose accomplishment is named weven helps to
situate the kind of wen of which Liu Xle spoke: as a cultural ideal, a wish
grounded in belief and as such endowed with a different sort of power than
that which an iconic reading of his description would give it. It also provides us
the outline of a contrapuntal reading of Liu's praise of tyen, a reading that would
see it above all as a co~nposition.(A shift towards the latter style of reading is one
of the great virtues of Owen's 1992 discussion over that of 1985.) With this
way of reading, Liu Xie's page begins to swarm with invisible quotation-marks.
IVen displays the evidence of itself in the world for the semantic eye to see and
read, as difference, analogy, pattern. But to reproduce the actions of wen in
writing, Liu Xie must compose: for those whose ears are trained on the vocabulary of the music section of the Records of Etzal, the differences and analogies he notes as relevant are those crucial to the building of the Chinese social
9 @), differorder and its a~tisticmonuments (tian, d$ gao, bei
9
9
ences that must be understood as dzffemces rather than as atomic positions (the
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ritual texts are quite firm on the idea that without one element of a polar pair,
the other cannot be thought either)." "Sounds that form a complete pattern
(chetg wen & ) are called music," says the "Record of Music," which further
prescribes: perfect musical-dramatic performance is achieved when "the Five
Colors [or just possibly: the five elements with their corresponding sounds]
form a pattern (cbelg miz) and make no havoc, the Eight Timbres follow their
modal rules without trespassing" (Liji, 'Yue ji," in Ruan Yuan 1987 [I 8151,
37/4a; 38/10b-lla). The pattern of ?veilmay result from nature, but emulating
it takes effort. A readmg that aimed at preserving both the content of Liu's
writing and its constsuction could take it as an act of translation-the persistent
relay of natural predicates into cultural and te-xtual ones, of the differences that
the hands and eyes perceive into the differences that the educated mind sees.
Liu allows a place for that translation to occur, namely the mind, that focal
creation that reconstitutes the order of nature in perceiving it. If that is Liu's
course, it is quite opposite to that set by Fenollosa, even if the two paths may
go by some of the same landmarks.
And getting the direction of travel-the order of operations, the implied
syntax of composition-right makes all the difference. If ideology (an ugly
term, but one sure to appear wherever literary criticism is done nowadays) denotes the practice of disguising facts of history as facts of nature, then a piece
o f writing like Liu Xie's presents pitfds. Read it as an image of the semantic
universe of its writer, and it is purest Chinese imperial ideology; read it as an act
of chellg wen -the syntactic alternative I have been developing here-and it becomes a manual for constructing imperial ideology. In the embroiderer's eye
the cloud-rending dragon dissolves into a field of tiny, separate stitches. That
may be the price of fmding out where dragons come from. But that is also how
reading becomes, not merely the reading of what is written, but the reading of
the writing-process and the whole cumulative series of writing-processes invoked by every instance of writing. That is why a semantic account of the
Chinese character is incomplete (and never so incomplete as in the pure theory
of the ideo-pictogsam); that is also why the theory of Chinese writing as the
immediate perception of cosmic order, while gratifying to contemplate, leaves
us holding a thin strand of text.

2

8. Rhythm,or Sequence withunt Semantics
An uneasy awareness that sense is made in society, and that the social
order most densely packed with meanings is not necessarily the best, surfaces in
recent half-disavowals of the theory that the Chinese cultural order is a natural
and inevitable reading from e s p e ~ i e n c e . ~ V i rthese
e
the alternatives-the
celebration of a social order's belief in itself as the one natural order, and the

suspicion that any attempt to ground social order in nature is only the wishfulfillment dream of the powerful? Let us suppose they are. How wdl we who
are bound to Chinese literature answer those alternatives through the
techniques of reading?
The purpose of this essay (up to this point) has been to develop the
artificer's point of view and draw the reader's sympathies over toward it. A
rhetoric whose job is to ground the categories of art in those of nature is by the
terms of its own argument committed to not recognizing its handiwork in
some of its objects. There has to be a nature with which art can productively
contrast, or the grounding will have no ground to stand on. But no such rule of
limited responsibility (or limit to self-knowledge) applies to a rhetoric which
sees itself as splicing art onto art, (perceived) order onto (presumed) order. T o
say that the Chinese (or the ancient Chinese) believe, or want to believe, in
dragons does not really put the difference between dragons and embroidery to
rest. After all,we owe what we know about dragons to those who could both
embroider them and tell us about the process-for example, Liu Xie.
But adopting the embroiderer's point of v i e w - o r adopting a socialconstructivist platform for interpreting the networks of meaning in Chinese
literature-is not necessarily the end of alienation and an instant refutation of
all authority. Liu Xie can show us as much, for in China perhaps more than
anywhere else, a vigorous social mythology has grown up around the idea that
writing (or kngship) is a matter of tempering or weaving together the stuffs
that brute nature provides.49By opting for a poetics of manufacture, one has
not automatically put imperial rule and its charters behind one. One may indeed
have done no more than express one's need for a master of works.
Our time is most comfortable with the social-constructivist option, even
to the point of admitting the natural semiosis of the Chinese literary universe
only as an example of a world constructed by a different set of social
imperatives. But before we congsatulate ourselves too heartily for being o n the
side of progress and civilization (postmodem civilization at that!), I should like
to point out that the social-constructivist view in its specifically postEnlightenment form is nothing new in Chinese studies either. Pride in our own
~ o n t e m ~ o r a n e icomes
ty
at the price of obliterating the discipline's recent past.
\ l h o could provide a more subtly hstorical and social reading of Liu Xie's
praise of heavenly wen than Marcel Granet, the pupil of Durkheim and teacher
of Lkvi-Strauss? Granet, it is true, has often been taken to task for having
presented a synoptic, ahistorical picture of Chinese culture.s0But when we read
Granet as an artificer attempting to reproduce an earlier process of artifactmaking, perhaps the tenseless, categorical time of his history-telling will fall into
place as a made time, a histollcal "representation" that yet shapes historical
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experience. Here is one example to show the way-Granet
A E
r
and iv~txitzg5 f? cosmologies:
yinyng

on the genesis of

The representation of Time and Space [in early China]. . .
derives, not from simple individual sensations or from the
observation of nature, but from purely social activities. Its
elements are taken from the image of two teams clashing, under
particularly moving circumstances, in a ritual joust. . . . A duple
rhythm, based on simple opposition and simple alternance,
presided over the organization of society. And thus it dictated the
twin representations of Time and Space. . . . This rhythmic
constitution [of time and space], based on the principle of
antithesis between periods of dispersion and concentr~t'
r ion, was
first expressed through the correlated ideas of simple opposition
and alternation, and the representation of Time and Space was
from the first linked to the feeling of a difference of value
between two sorts of distance and duration. . . . The idea that
distances and durations were not all of equal value led to the idea
that intervals of time, like intervals of space, possessed differing
natures. This step forward was accomplished once the leading
representation of Space was no longer the spectacle of two groups
of warrior bands standing face to face, but rather a square
formation in which the =ial line separating the two groups had
transformed itself into a center occupied by a Chief. . . . (Granet
1994.93-99)
Granet's reconstruction of the history of Chinese time (an ambitious
project, and we should give it the full measure of its ambitions) puts social
organization in the position of an agency determining the representation of
nature. This much a quick and opportunistic reading of Granet's historical fable
will give us. But a closer look finds rhythm-syntax in a pure form, a syntax
prior to all content-"presiding
over" the social reality.'l "A duple rhythm,
based on simple opposition and simple alternance, pnsided over the organization
of society [and] dictated the twin representations of Time and Space. . . .3
Granet's seeming ahistoricality represents an attempt to derive history from
something that is not yet history. "Altemance" and "opposition" are the logical
operators whereby the linguistics of Granet's time tried to account for the
cenematic order, the order of the constitution of sign-forms (cenemes) prior to
their acquisition of meanings (see Saussure 1974.164-165, Hjelmslev 1985).
Now there are certainly people who will contend that even alternance and
opposition are culture-bound entities, and that by invoking them as his
7

operators Granet has not in the least penetrated to the backstage workshops of
meaning. But that objection does not affect the structural suggestiveness of
Granet's story, which now appears as a three-layered one: the story of the
generation of a natural order out of a social order, which in turn is a
specification, a semantic investment, of an order of merely potential signifiers.
In Granet's story of the constitution of imperial order, the moment of
alternating opposites gives way to a period in which the axis of difference, that
line without area, "transforms itself' into a space that a chief can inhabit. Liu
Xie put writing into that spatialized center. T o continue the passage we began
by citing at the outset of this article:
Now Azure and Yellow intermingle their colors,
the square and the round differentiate their forms;
sun and moon in their recurrent orbs display the symmetrical
images of heaven,
mountain and river in brilliant patternwork spread forth the
ordered shapes of earth;
a l l this the wen of h o .

Syntactic reading can find the wen that interests it in slmilar processesorderings and intervals that are not to be found in the red or the green, but
only in what happens when they are put together. Not to see the sun and moon
any more, but only the dstinction between them: this sounds llke a hard
discipline for readers of Chinese poetry, but it is worth straining a bit to be a
participant in the making of wen.
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Notes
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the panel "1Ve~z:The
Nature of Chinese Language and Writing," Association for Asian Studies
Annual Meeting, Boston, March 1994. I thank Pauline Yu, Justine Stillings,
Anthony Yu, Zhang Longxi, Eugene Eoyang, Stephen Owen, Lionel Jensen,
Victor Mair and six anonymous scholars for suggestions, not all of which I was
wise enough to adopt.
For a fine comparative survey, see Zhang 1992.3-33, "The Debasement
of Writing." The question of the value of writing was given its present
prominence in critical theory by Derrida (1967).
l

Matteo ficci, wl-iting in 1597-1609, remarked on the Chinese "caratteri,
a1 mod0 degli hieroglifichi degli Egttij," and gave the earliest Western notices
of a number of themes prominent in later discussions of the writing-system:
monosyllabism, lack of inflections, homophony, difference behveen spoken
and written forms, currency of the same character-system among speakers of
different dialects or languages. See d'Elia 1942-49.1.36-38.
The reason for the inverted commas is the uneasiness in referring to a
writing-system as 'native' in the sense that languages are native (mothertongues). The artificiality of the Chinese script is a frequent theme in
comparative grammatology: see for example Vandermeersch (1990)' who does
not hesitate to speak of it as a "langue graphique."
' Liu Xie 1983.1. For translations, see Shih 1983 and Owen 1992.183298; for commentary, see Owen 1992 and 1985.18-62. O n the historical
background of the use of "virtue" and "heaven" as translations of de and tiaialr,
see Jensen (forthcoming).
A bibliography of the subject would be impossible here; let a mere two
English-language references stand in its place: Chow Tse-tsung 1979 and Owen
1985.
For a technical use of 'syntax' in this broad sense see Morris 1955. 8485, 88-94.
The need for such a disclaimer was brought home to me by the
reactions of two sinological colleagues who refereed an earlier version of this
paper.
Edited by Ezra Pound, first published 1919. Fenollosa died in 1908. O n
his career in Japan as professor of aesthetics and advisor on cultural policy, see
Sullivan 1989 and Cohen 1992. Three valuable studies on the ideogrammatic
method are Davie 1955, Yip 1969 and Kenner 1971; on related literary-critical
issues, see Frank 1945 (1991).
lo See Kennedy 1958. De Francis 1984 esamines the "ideographic myth"
and the "universality myth" as mistaken ways of thinking about Chinese. Cai
Zong-qi 1993 objects, with some justice, that pictorial quality was less
important to Fenollosa's ideas about Chinese poetry than what he saw as its
symbolic expression of natural force. As I shall t ~ yto show below, the
difference is not great.
l1 Y
iji~zg,' X i ci," part 1: the process of change "in the heavens, yields
images, and on earth, yields shapes" (G @ & @
: Ruan Yuan 1987
[1815]. 7/2b). Given that nature and history exlzlbit such configurations, the
Book of C h q p is designed to interpret them. A later section of the same
chapter narrates the creation of writing as an imitation of naturally-given
"images" and "shapes." In discussing the structure of Chinese characters, Xu
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Shen seems to have classed them in order of increasing difficulty of
understanding. "[Of the] Sis Techniques [of character formation], the first is
and xia T; rup' and 'down'] are examples. Such
dvk?i ['indicatives']: sharzg
'L
characters one understands at a single glance; mere examination reveals their
meaning. Next come the xiatgxing ['gving an image of the shape'], the outline
of which forms an object. According to their shape one glosses and voices
them [i.e. the reading of the character is the name of the thing it depicts]. . .
The third h n d is the composite of shape-element and sound-element. . . The
fourth kind combines different meaning-elements [to make a new meaning]. . .
In the fifth kind, a character is appropriated [erclusively] to indicate a meaning
other than its original meaning. . . The sixth kind is the use of homophones:
where there is no character for a certain word, one makes do with another
character having a similar sound. . ." Xu Shen 1976.15:1/4b-7a. For a careful
study of Xu Shen's analysis of characters, see Boltz 1994.138-155
lZ Da Dai Liji, '"Ben ming," 13/3a; see also Hzdai~zan@, "Yao lue," 21/2a.
l 3 A typical recent version of the evolutionary narrative is Xie Yunfei
1984. See also Boltz 1994.52-59.
l4 Hegel 1980.10:273-76.
lS The theme of "sap," blood or liquid is oddly obsessive in the essay as
published (see pp. 12, 17, 19, 24, 32)-but not in Fenollosa's own versions.
The manuscripts show beyond a doubt that the obsession is Pound's, u7ho u7as
at the time translating and writing a postcript for Remy de Gourmont's Pb~iqzte
de ramow (de Gourmont 1922). Compare, for example, the "walking-stick"
passage in the notebook titled "E. F. F. The Chinese Written Language as a
Medium for Poetry. Oct 1909" (Yale University, Beinecke Library, Pound
Archive, catalogue number 3400, p. 39; copyright O 1997 by Mary de
Rachewiltz and Omar Pound, used by permission of New Directions
Publishing Corporation), with its predecessor drafts "Synopsis of Lectures on
Chinese and Japanese Poetry" and "Chinese and Japanese Poetry. Draft of
Lecture I" (Pound Archive, catalogue number 3375), pp. 14, 24. In fact the
"Chinese and Japanese Poetry" lecture draft includes three figures of speech
close in tenor to the "sap" image C'words. . . f d of their original juices," "the
juices of our Norman-Saxon language," "poetry follows nature in making its
speech a single organism with common sap flowing through every vein"), all
deleted by Fenollosa himself (p. 31a,b). On Indo-European preoccupations
with sap and its supposed human analogues, semen and brain-matter, see N a g
1974. 244-256, and La Barre 1980.
l6
"Aryan," a word no longer used in polite company, meant in
Fenollosa's time roughly the same as "Indo-European"; it had not yet been
hijacked to evoke a hypothetical primitive racial and linguistic community. (For
-

.

a clarification by an authority contemporary with Fenollosa, see EtzcycI~p~dia
Britantlica, eleventh edition, s-v. "Aryan.") And of course Fenollosa is not
responsible for anything Pound may have done to promote The Chinese U"ritteen
Character as a political brevialy.
l7 GOttfiied Ephraim Lessing, Laokobk (1766). Later semiology would
amend this distinction, for syntax can occur in space: viz. the the sign language
of the deaf, the coded placements of the parts of an equation, or the expected
placement of the elements of a complex Chinese character (phonetic clue
usually to the right, classifier usually to the left, with many standard types for
differing arrangements).
l8 Aestheticians of eighteenth-century Europe-including,
o f course,
Lessing-debated the question of whether one language's word order mas more
natural (and thus better) than another's. While any conclusion would now seem
unwarranted, the discussion did lead linguists to conceive of the specificity of
individual languages as a matter of internally coherent rules, and thus to make
possible, several generations later, Saussure's conventionalism in matters of
syntax. (Ibeg leave to stop short of a full consideration of Chomsky's
contention that a common core of syntactic ability is innate to the species.) For
a magisterial presentation, see Scaglione 1972, and for an intensive examination
of Diderot and Rousseau's positions with constant reference to modern-day
polemics, see Gerard Genette, "Blanc bonnet versus bonnet blanc" (Genette
1976.183-226).
l9 " ~ b e rWahrheit und Liige im aussermoralischen Sinne," part I, in
Nietzsche 1988.1:880-881. For a discussion, see de hlan 1979.103-118.
20 Not that Fenollosa necessarily knew Nietzsche at first hand (the essay
o n truth and lie, dating from 1873, was fist published in 1903: Nietzsche 1903.
189-207). Nietzsche revered and echoed the very American Emerson, whose
essay 'mature" looks fonvard to most of the positions of Fenollosa's
imaginative philology. 'Words are signs of natural facts. . . The same symbols
are found to make the original elements of all languages. . . A man's power to
connect his thought with the proper symbol, and so to utter it, depends on the
s&nplicity of his character, that is, upon his love of truth and his desire to
communicate it without loss. The corruption of man is followed by the
corruption of languase." ("Nature," chapter 4, "Language"; Emerson 1983.2022.) Through Mori Ogai & @$ yf and Inoue Tetsujir6 #k@&&P,
the Meiji
intellectual world was aware of Nietzsche, but chiefly as an anti-Chlistian
moralist, often paired with Danvin and set against Tolstoy: see Becker 1983.
21
'%egin, ephebe, by perceiving the idea
Of this invention, this invented world,
The inconceivable idea of the sun.

You must become an ignorant man again
And see the sun again with an ignorant eye
And see it clearly in the idea of it.
Never suppose an inventing mind as source
Of this idea. . ."
'motes Toward a Supreme Fiction," I, in Stevens 1954.380.
22
O n the unusual importance of negative constructions to such
arguments, see Saussy 1993.34-35.
*) Fuller's discussion refers primarily to M. H. Abrams's The Miror and the
Laz!p. I am supplying the Aristotelian links, and Fuller is free of responsibility
for them. O n the correspondence theoiy of perception, see Aristotle, 011 the
Sod 424 a 20 - 424 b 18. "Generally, about all perception, we can say that a
sense is what has the power of receiving into itself the sensible forms of things
without the matter, in the way in which a piece of was takes on the impress of
a signet-ring without the iron or gold" (tr. J. A. Smith, in Aristotle 1985.674).
For lapidary statements of the correspondence-theory of truth, see On
Intepretatio~z19 a 33 and Metapby~iccs1051 b 1 - 1052 a 3. Not by chance, I would
maintain, it is the "origins of poetry" section of the Poetics, with its enchainment
o f perception, mimesis, syllogism and learning, that most economically brings
these themes together (Poetics 1448 b 5 - 23). For a poetic exposition of
Aristotle's cognitive poetic, see Dante, Ptlqatorio, 18:19-45.
*' For Jurij Tynjanov's idea of "the dominant," a notion I find more
useful in the dscussion of literary history than in that of literary production, see
Ehrlich 1955.1 71.
25 " m h e term 'ideography' has become a real opprobrium in linguistic
circles" (Gelb 1963.35). For an energetic attack on the notion, see Boodberg
1979.363-429. Boltz scoffs at the notion that writing might represent ideas
rather than words (1994.59), and demonstrates with learning and ingenuity the
phonetic clues at work in the construction of even those characters that have
traditionally been thought non-phonetic in origin. A recent attempt to
rehabilitate the term 'ideogram' by giving it a more adequate theoretical base is
Hansen 1993. Hansen contends that the ordinary notion of ideogrammatic
writing rests on a convenient misunderstanding: the 'writing of ideas' would,
rather, be impossible for a culture that had never adopted the Platonic theory
of intellectual Forms subsisting above and apart from the objects that
instantiate them. There would thus be no idea for an ideogram to represent.
What Hansen sees Chinese characters as inscribing is, rather, the nontranscendent historicality of the act of naming. Despite these and many other

suggestive points, the essay suffers from wealmesses in exposition: its sweeping
generalizations about "Indo-European" and "Chinese" theories of language
and of knowledge invite scepticism, as does Hansen's readiness to build both
"theories" on assumptions that are sometimes historically dl-attested or subject
to major counter-examples. One may also see a land of opportunism in the
essay's wavering between the mission of vindicating the latent ideas of
"ordinary language" @p. 378, 380, 381) and that of overcoming "common
sense" with linguistic relativism (367, 397). Of its good points, one is to observe
the neglect of syntax by theorists of wnting (375, 393); another is to point out
that signs, whether "ideograms" or speech-signs, are connected to their
referents not by some immediate relation but by history and convention (374,
393); best of all is the suggestion that all writing be considered under the
broadened heading of ideography, rather than that 'ideographicy writing be set
aside as an unusual exception among alphabetic systems of speech-transcription
(388). But these three points can be found put with far greater systematic
cogency in a well-known scholarly tradition left uncited by Hansen (see two
celebrated examples: Saussure 1974.24, 32, 34, 1 0 4 105, 110-1 11; Derrida
1967.12-13,20, 110, 132, 161). Hansen's attack on a straw man called Plato also
ignores those modern analyses which have done much to dispel the indefinite
mythology of the "ideal world": see Natorp 1903 and Gadamer 1991 [I 9311.
26 cCch.
inese writing has gone one step beyond Pieroglyphic]. It casts
aside the images, and keeps nothing but their abbreviated nza?-k.r, which then
proliferate in prodigious number." (Emphasis mine.) Jaucoua, "~criture
chinoise," in Diderot and d'Alembert 1740.5:360. The Chevalier de Jaucourt's
history of writing is derived from Warburton 1738-41. For a reprint of the 1744
French adaptation of Warburton's work, followed by additional notes o n
Chinese writing by the translator, see Warburton 1977.
27 On these projectors, see Ihowlson 1975; Cohen 1977; Salmon 1979;
Slaughter 1982; Eco 1993.
28 Saussure 1974.150-152; remarked on by Derrida 1967.45. They are
idealities only in the sense that their material realizations are not sufficient to
constitute them; recognition makes them what they are.
29 Champollion 1989 (1822)) 1836-41. The OED's earliest citations for
"ideography" and related words are all passages commenting on Champollion's
discovery.
30 Duret 1613.158-9. "Le tout dipendant. . . de la rksolution des mots en
syllabes et lettres, dont consiste la representation de l'essence des choses qu'on
veut esprirner par leurs droites appellations . . ."
" Ezra Pound's footnotes to Fenollosa highlight this tendency: Pound
speaks of a sculptor friend of his who used to "read" the Chinese characters

"almost at pleasure," though he had never studied the language (30-31).
Trithemius (1518, unpaginated), presagng Rousseau's Essai sur I'onii~ze des
hgzzes, writes thus of the writing system invented by the first men on earth:
"Fuerunt autem aliae literae tunc, ut referunt, ab his quas mundus hodie habet
multum diverse, ad formam et shnilitudinem arborurn, plantarum et animalium
excogitatae, quae tamen cum tempore postea multipliciter sunt irnmutatae"
("Letters were greatly different then, it is said, from those the world has today:
originally devised in the shape and likeness of trees, plants and animals, they
have since changed in many ways with the passage of time").
32 Agrippa 1567.140. "Dicunt. . . sive verbo sive nomine in iam suis
aaicdis formato ipsam vim rei sub significationibus forma, quasi vitam aliquam
latere." Agrippa's starting point may be a misunderstanding of the use of the
wrord 41za1?misin Greek to denote the sound-value of a letter, as opposed to its
name: see Liddell, Scott and Jones, A Greek-E~zgJshLexzkm, s.v., par. iii b.
33 Ibid., p. 60. ". . . sacras sive divinas litteras. . . Suntque ubilibet
nationurn et linguarum eadem atque sibi consimiles peimanentesque."
34 Nock 1973.2:231-2; translation from Copenhaver 1993. For "sound"
( f i ~Nock's
~ , conjecture), Franz Cumont suggested "intonation" (zbvwo15)
and Nicephorus Gregoras, citing the passage in the early fourteenth century,
has "power" (66vap1~).The Corpl~sthus exhibits a striking lack of interest in
the pictorial qualities of hieroglyphic writing. The real contrast between Greeks
and Egyptians emerges further down: "For the Greeks, 0 my king, have empty
. . We
discourses whose only effect is that of demonstration (&7~68&~c15).
Egyptians do not use discursive language (h6yo1),but rather sounds (@ova\)
saturated with action ( p ~ w a ~WOV),).''
i
Thus a return to the sound-symbols of
the C~alyhs.For a more sober ancient Greek view of hieroglyphic writing, see
Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca historica 3.4.1: 'The [Ethiopians' and Egyptians'] art
of writing does not transmit the underlying idea [ ~ ~ Y o vthrough
]
the
combination of syllables [i.e., linguistic sounds], but rather does so from the
appearances of the things transcribed, and through metaphor assisted by
memory." I thank Thomas Hare for calling this passage to my attention.
35 Kircher 1667.278: "serpentes mirk intricatos, et in formas varias, pro
diversitate rerum, quas illis significabant, transformatos."
36 Kircher
1667.234: c'occultas operationes quas non tantum Sol
materialis in hoc sensibili mundo, sed et archetypus in intelligibili mundo efficit.
. . Quae omnia in Sinensiurn characterum structura deficiunt: cum hi praecise
solum ad vocum nominumque simplices conceptus indicandos, nullo alio sub
iis latente mysterio instituti sint."
37 On Kircher's "decipherments"
of Egyptian writing, see V.-David
1965.48. The scope of this essay does not permit me to trace the other,

technologcal, line of development followed by the idea of the Chinese
character in Europe. Its main figures are Bacon, Ktrcher (again! see his
PoLyg?-apbia ova et z~liuersalis,1663)' W i l h s and Leibniz.
38 The hurnoral appreciation of languages as hot or cold, dry or wet,
enters the European mind around 1750 through Rousseau standing on
Montesquieu's shoulders (Rousseau 1968.118-143; Montesquieu 1977.613-615).
Fenollosa's rejection of the verb "to be" may be primarily artistic, but also
harmonizes with A. C. Graham's renovation of John Stuart Mill's case against
the ambiguity of "to be," copulative and existential, for having "spread
mysticism over the field of logic, and perverted its speculations into
logomachies" mill 1872.1:85; Graham 1972).
39 "Jamais pes animam] ne pourroient user de paroles ni d'autres signes
en h.s conpo~ant. . . pour ripondre au sens de tout ce qui se dira en leur
presence": Discours de h mkthode, part V (italics added). For a discussion of this
passage, see Derrida 1972.
40 At the level of letters and phonemes, Mulder and Hervey call this
principle "cenotactics" (1980.83). I refer to it as syntax in order to emphasize
the common feature of ordered combination. "Magical" linguistic theo~lesmay
derive their power from syntactical as well as semantic properties. Vigenere
(1586.83) saw Hebrew as a model language because the order of its letters were
as productive of meaning as the order of words in a sentence: "en un contexte
d'escriture, si les lettres en sont transposees & jetties hors de leurs pr6cidant
ordre, assiette & disposition, le sens qui y estoit s'altkre et change" ("if the
letters of a passage of writing [in Hebrew, minus vowels of course] are
transposed and thrown out of their former order, standing and arrangement,
their meaning changes into a different one"). Vigenere glorifies Hebrew for
being wholly meaning-generating, unllke other alphabetic languages where a
random sequence of letters carries a much higher probability of nonsense
(intrusion of the cenematic upon the plerematic).
4 1 G. W. F. Hegel, Erzukl~padiepar. 459 Z u s q (Hegel 1980.10:274),
prominently featured as the third opening quotation in Derrida 1967.11.
4 2 For better insights into the grammatical syntax of Chinese poetry, see
above all I<ao and Mei 197 1.
43 Shtlo z ~ e n j i e
@, 9:1/20b. Similar language occurs in Yijirzg, "Xi ci," (in:
Ruan Yuan 1987 [I 8151, 8/22b): L'tl s i a ~ g?a, gtiyzte zvez
@
9
&%
:
"The 'objects' or 'bodies' [of Yiji~zg divination] are intermingled: this is called
wen" (glossed by Wang Bi
$$ '[226-2491 thus: 'The hard and the soft connect
and cross; Azure and Yellow [i.e., heaven and earth] cross and intermingle").
The special use of wen here is common to the Yi jing and Kaogongii, and
interwoven with the Yijizg's particular theoretical project; yet on this point the
,

a

.

Kaogongii is the more explicit of the two works, as Wang Bi's commentary
ac1c.nowledges by quoting from ICaogoizg/-ito clarify the Yi. Liu Xie, in turn, seems
to have adopted Wang Bi's commentaly as a pattern-test for his own praise of
weiz. For a significantly different translation of the \Vang Bi passage, see Chow
1978.8.
44 Sh~to
we12jiL. @, 9:1/20b. The story about reading animal tracks occurs in
Yiji~g'Xi ci," part 2 (8/4b), and again in Xu Shen's postface to his Sbzro wenjie
@ 15:1 / l b-2b. Its canonical standing is borne out by such uses as the following
from the Hott HUIZsh:"In remote antiquity, people lived in caves and desolate
places, dressed in furs and shns, and lacked dfferentiation [of rank]. Later, the
sages changed this. . . They saw how birds and beasts had tufts, antlers,
whiskers and dewlaps, d l in order; and so they formed hats, caps, tassels and
and cap-pendants for the sake of ornament, and the nine types of
decorations. . ." Then follows a recitation of the Yijiig source passage. (Fan Ye
1982.30/la-b.) The fact that this story could follow only a few pages after an
argument about the derivation of vestimentary distinctions from social utility
shows that the principle of contrast between nature and culture needs, at the
very least, to be rethought (by which I do not mean rejected) by students of
early Chinese semiology. See Greimas 1970.
4 5 Zhozl k, "Dong guan: Kao gong ji," "Hua hui"; Ruan Yuan 1987 [I 8151,
40/24b-26a. The Kaogoizgi' is the latest section of the Zhott h, reportedly added
on in middle Hail times as a replacement for a lost chapter of the same name;
the paragsaph cited by Duan is a mix of elements from Jba~lgsba, Zzro ~hztaiz,Li
ji and L t r z yz~(this last cited in a suspiciously opportunistic way). \l(ihatever its
flaws, it would certainly have been a classic book in Liu's time.
46 The earliest use of this term, to my knowledge, is in Zuo xhztu~,Duke
Huan, second year (Ruan Yuan 1987 [I 8151, 5/15b). The context-Zang Aibo's
splendid tirade upon Duke Huan's confiscation of the tripods of Song-bears
out the fact that the crucial thing about an instituted sign is that it can fail to
mean, or (in the words of the test) to xbao !q 9 EJ&-to serve as a referencepoint for future actions.
4 7 The emphasis o n constitutive difference is one reason for music's
prominence in ritual aesthetics. For numerous practical illustrations of the
principle, see LijZ; "Fang ji," in Ruan Yuan 1987 [I8151, 41 /7a-27b.
48
See the humorous counterstatement and dialogue of Owen 1985.2734.
a For an exquisite rhetorical presentation of the idea that the hng's role
is to harmonize the diverse, see GZIOJM
16, "Zheng yu," esp. pp. 16/3b-5a, a
speech in which occurs the strilclng formula: @ ("when
sound is all of one kind, nothing is heard; when objects are uniform, there is no

pattern"). See also the discussion of this and related passages in Feng Youlan,
Zholrgzo ~hexzteshi (Shanghai: Shangwu, 1934), p. 59; and the translation in
Derk Bodde, tr., Fung Yu-lan, A Histoy of Chese PkiIos~pb (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1983), pp. 34-35. O n kings as inventors, see Levi
1977. The story of the goddess Niiwa "tempering" blocks of five-colored stone
(once again that synecdochical five) to repair the cracks in heaven often serves
poets as a myth of imperial creative mission.
" According to Ding Wenjiang, writing in 1931, Granet's L? Civilisatio~on
cbilroise "completely disregards the element of time: customs and beliefs are
described as if they had existed throughout the ages" (cited in Rimi Mathieu,
'Tostface," Granet 1994.566 n 12).
What would a pure form of syntax be? Morse code "provides an
excellent example of a semiotic system with only a cenological ordering" (i.e. a
syntax of non-meaningful elements). 'We can demonstrate that '* -' is an
ordered cenological comples by the fact that it is distinguished purely on the
basis of ordering. . . from a cenologcal comples '- ..'The Morse Code
contains ordered cenological complexes, but no plerological complexes at all"
(Mulder and Hervey 1980.79).
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